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ABSTRACT

Community service team, Elementary School Teacher Education Universitas PGRI Madiun has conducted training in making bags made from raw rope for inmates in prison Ngawi class II B as a provision of skills. The purpose of the abdimas is (1) Provision of skills to the prisoner by inviting the prisoners to perform a creation in the form of a rope bag (2) to create economic independence for the prisoners through training on making bags made from rope, (3) to encourage or support the prisoner again have confidence. Training activities begin with the opening and delivery of materials and discussion and evaluation. Training in making bag made from rope made with direct practice in bag making. Training training is emphasized on improving skills and motivational motivation for prisoners to remain confident in their work. It can be concluded that in the training of making bags made from raw rope has been done with bai. Based on the questionnaire results, 86% of participants gave an assessment that the training of bag making made from raw ropes for prisoners in Ngawi Class II class B institution is very motivating in increasing the skills of the participants.
1. Introduction

Prisoners are convicts who undergo crimes of lost independence in the correctional institution. Although convicts lost their independence, there were prisoners’ rights that remained protected in the Indonesian prison system. Whereas the conviction of the convicted person is someone who is convicted based on a court decision that has obtained permanent legal force. Skills are very important for everyone including prisoners, without the skills we have, we cannot create innovative creativity.

The underlying thing in the making of this program was because most of the prisoners and prisoners were in Correctional Institution Ngawi Yos Sudarso Margomulyo street, Ngawi Regency, East Java who did not have basic skills after leaving Correctional Institution. The number of prisoners and prisoners is too much in Correctional Institution For a total of 186 adult inmates, consisting of 182 adult male inmates, 4 female adult inmates and 6 male inmates. So that a total of 192 adult inmates and child prisoners. Whereas the total number of prisoners in Correctional Institution Ngawi was located desperately needs a special skill to be able to increase income in the LAPAS and to compete in the community after leaving Correctional Institution. So after exiting LAPAS, former inmates can make or establish a business or get entrepreneurship from the handicrafts in the form of string bags for increase the family’s economy and go directly to the community. Prisoners need to be provided with training and training to create a skill in the form of knitting bags so that inmates after being free from Correctional Institution have creativity that will benefit the community and benefit themselves. Prisoners need to be equipped with knit bag crafts because the making is easy, the material is relatively cheaper and the results are very interesting for the community. The manufacture of this bag requires materials in the form of a rope, croton and requires tools such as scissors and matches. In the creation of bags made of rope, most of the people are not yet known by many people, because in the process of making and a small part of the community can not make a rope bag creation. So that it can provide entrepreneurial opportunities for prisoners after leaving prison and the inmate can open a business from the results of the debriefing of creativity that has been given by students in the form of a rope bag to their community.

The main force for the implementation of this program is aimed at all cadres or organizations in the community and also for students whose quality is crucial in an effort to improve the quality of the skills implemented. Thus, the ability of prisoners in Correctional Institution Ngawi must be developed to the full potential. With the provision of knowledge and skills adapted to the task carried out in order to play an active role in improving prisoner skills in Correctional Institution Ngawi. Therefore, it is expected that the Student Creativity Program can help inmates through counseling and training to improve prisoners’ own knowledge and skills, so as to produce prisoners who think creatively and innovatively.

2. Method

The training on making creations of bags made from rope for inmates in Ngawi Prison class II B as a skill provision was carried out in Correctional Institution, having the address at Yos Sudarso Margomulyo street, Kec. Ngawi, Kab. Ngawi, East Java 63217. Training for 2 months is April to May. The development method that will be implemented is a series of steps that are arranged systematically, here is an overview of the flow map that will run.

The following is a chart of the implementation of the training in making bags made from rope.
In addition to the flow map above, there is also a chart for bag creation training during the Correctional Institution Ngawi. There are several stages of training in making bags made from string, following the training plan for making bags made from rope.

The evaluation system carried out on prisoners’ performance while carrying out training in making bag-based bag creations is to provide and add skills to prisoners and improve the skills that inmates have had before. The indicator of the success of the service program is that inmates who take training receive skills from those who do not have the skills and who also have their own skills. So that inmates get skills in the form of making bags of rope made of raw materials that they have never received.
3. Result dan Discussion

Community Service with the theme of training in the manufacture of bags made from rope to inmates in Correctional Institution as skills. In the implementation of training bags made from ropes made up to stage 6, namely stage 1 observation activities in Correctional Institution Ngawi, stage 2 material preparation activities, stage 3 training implementation, stage 4 material delivery, stage 3 training implementation, stage 5 finishing.

**Stage 1**

The implementation of community service activities starts from observation to Correctional Institution on April 7, 2018. Observation activities are carried out to find out the destination of the training. Observations were made by interviewing the Correctional Institution head. Observation activities were continued on April 14, 2018 with activities to determine the schedule of activities to be carried out during Correctional Institution Ngawi and to determine the theme of community service. In addition to determining the theme of the community service team and the Correctional Institution also determines the time and place of the activity.

**Stage 2**

Phase 2, namely preparation activities include preparing training materials; that is; material about basic techniques in making bags made from ropes. The material is packaged in powerpoint so that the bag is practically easy to understand by participants. Other preparations are coordination with the Correctional Institution to request permission to carry out training activities and to prepare a place, prepare materials and tools to be used in making bags.

**Stage 3**

The third stage of community service activities on April 19, 2018 was in the implementation of training activities in the manufacture of bags made from ropes. In the implementation of training, bag making was preceded by the opening of the head of Correctional Institution then continued with a speech by the supervisor and continued by the community service team leader. After the opening of the Head of
Corectional Institution and remarks from the supervisor and the head of the community service team, continued with the delivery of material regarding the manufacture of bags made of rope. Participants who attended this training were 7 female prisoners in Corectional Institution Ngawi.

Figure 3. Submission of Material by Team

Submission of the first material was delivered by members of the community service team, An Nisa Subroto, with basic technical material in making bags in the form of bag heads and how to arrange several heads into a series. Submission of the first material was carried out for 15 minutes by explaining directly to participants.

After the submission of the material one was completed, followed by the delivery of the second material which will be delivered by the community service team leader by Triana Kumala Dewi about making motifs / bag models. Submission of material two was carried out for 20 minutes with direct delivery and also direct practice by participants.

The material points presented regarding the motives to be made by the participants. From the technique of making different motifs and bag models. Subsequently, after the presentation of the material two was finished, continued with the delivery of the third material by a member of the community service team, namely Aries Luviea Sarie regarding the making of the bag base. In the delivery of material three, it was carried out for 15 minutes by delivering it directly to participants by way of practice.

After the delivery of the material was completed, continued with a question and answer activity regarding bag making. Many participants asked about bag making because participants were still confused in making the technique until the end of bag making. Participants show the results made to the speaker, and the speaker explains again and confirms the results of the participants if there is a wrong manufacturing technique.

Stage 4

After the third phase was completed, then the fourth stage was the training on making creations of bags made of ropes for female prisoners in Corectional Institution Ngawi. In the implementation of training on making bags made from cord made on 23 April 2018, the activities carried out were in the form of training, creation of bag creation by inmates at Corectional Institution Ngawi. Participants conduct training in the creation of bags made from rope, from making the head of the bag to the end of making bags in the form of bags. Participants make heads according to the amount that has been determined and after finishing make the head continue by arranging the head into a series. Next, go to the steps for the process of making different bag motives between participants. The final step in making a bag is to make the bag base and enter the croton into the bag. Here the participants are given time to complete the manufacture of bags made from rope until May 5, 2018.

Stage 5

The fifth stage was held on May 5, 2018, namely the finishing process and the product marketing process in the form of bags into small exhibitions / bazaars. The Pesert who has made a bag made of rope according to the techniques that have been delivered is directed to try to make other motives. As well as participants who have not finished in making the bag directed and also assisted in the finishing process of
the bag. There are only 4-5 people who have finished making bags, and others are still in the process of completion. After everything is finished in the bag making process, the products produced are marketed at the small exhibition / bazaar that is on the Correctional Institution itself. Skills training as one of the coaching programs is categorized into other inmates while undergoing skills and also as a provision for the scope of prisoner coaching is to make inmates can associate inmates in the process of reintegration with the community. Skills development as one of the prisoner coaching programs will be carried out optimally by establishing cooperation through third parties both with government agencies and private parties who can provide useful skills guidance in the community if later they have expired their term in detention. Prisoners must be equipped with skills in accordance with their ability so that prisoners are able to live independently and are able to compete with the community without committing more crimes. With the skills training program for prisoners it is very important that the goal of the prison is achieved. Prisoners will have mental and have good skill.

4. Conclusion

The training on making creations of bags made of ropes for prisoners in Correctional Institution can be concluded that in the training of making bags made from raw materials, the rope has been done well. Participants were able to complete the bag making, and there were 3 people who completed a bag of 3 bags per person. Participants here have started to pursue bag making, so that of the 7 participants, all of them are already proficient in bag making.

Suggestions for training in making bags made from rope should be more intensive at the training stage. Because at the time of the bag-making training, there were still some participants who did not understand so the participants were a little confused in making the basic parts of the bag. The community service team should be more intensive when conducting guidance to participants.
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